
PROFILE

A passionate and experienced Web Developer of 10+ years, who enjoys working on high-performing teams and modern
JavaScript frameworks. Looking for a position that works to solve the challenging problems in web development and make
the web a happier place!

SKILLS

Front-end Development (HTML, CSS, JavaScript ES6+, TypeScript, React.js, Redux, React Router, Sass, Astro, Eleventy,
Gatsby, Vite, Svelte, Webpack, Tailwind, Bootstrap, jQuery, Local Storage, WebSockets, UI/UX design principles, responsive
design, HTTP, CORS, WCAG, ARIA, i18n, l10n)

Back-end Development (Node.js, RESTful, SOAP, OpenID, OAuth, Ruby, server-side rendering)

Database Management (MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Redis, Notion)

Version Control and Collaboration (Git, Jira, agile development, strong collaboration, communication skills, code review)

Testing and Quality Assurance (ESLint, Prettier, Unit, integration, end-to-end, Jest, Mocha, Test-Driven Development
(TDD), Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) practices)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

conormeagher.com, Web Developer Consultant
•Consult and develop web solutions including web applications, web hosting, and SEO.
•Built and published a Slack and Discord bots for automation within text channels.

Jan 2022 – present
Remote

•Rebuilt and redesigned multiple client sites to a Jamstack framework using Astro, 
Eleventy, Tailwind, and Netlify.
•Built GitHub Actions for automating pipelines to AWS EC2 instances.

Cerner Corporation

Associate Senior Frontend Developer & Team Lead
•Developed and shipped a React self-service portal, reducing data prep work from 5 to 0 
hours and increasing payroll donations to $2.8M/year.
•Created a Ruby on Rails portal with Preact frontend that processed 900+ grant 
applications annually.

Oct 2019 – Jan 2022
Remote

•Improved content loading time by 50% by architecting a headless CMS approach using 
Gatsby and WordPress REST API in AWS.

Senior Frontend Developer & Team Lead
•Led teams of 2-4 software engineers, driving successful project completion.
•Redesigned firsthandfoundation.org using a responsive custom WordPress theme in 
partnership with Sandbox Marketing Agency.

Oct 2017 – Oct 2019
Kansas City, MO

Senior Frontend Developer
•Developed healthefoundations.org using a responsive Bootstrap theme on a WordPress 
framework, meeting 100% of the requirements.
•Developed a Progressive Web App (PWA) for scheduling 150 students a day wellness 
checkups, using Local Storage and Offline support.

Aug 2016 – Oct 2017
Kansas City, MO

System Engineer
•Built firsthandfoundation.org from scratch using a responsive custom theme and 
WordPress framework.
•Replaced a $3K leaderboard and paper programs with a jQuery Mobile golf tournament 
web app, supporting a $1M fundraising event.

Jul 2011 – Aug 2016
Kansas City, MO

Conor Meagher
conor@hireconor.com Website LinkedIn GitHub Polywork
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Intouch Solutions, Mobile Frontend Developer
•Developed iPad apps using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript for large pharma clients such as 
Abbott, Pfizer, and Sanofi.
•Managed app projects using Xcode with SVN integration.

May 2011 – Jul 2011
Overland Park, KS

PROJECTS

NHL Discord Bot, (Node.js)
•A public Node.js Discord HTTP bot used by 100+ servers that returns live scores on command using discord.js.

Discord RSS Feed Manager, (Node.js, TypeScript, Svelte, Vite)
•A Node app built with Svelte and Vite that fetches RSS feeds to be posted to Discord webhooks with a web UI.

Technical blogging
•Guest publishing on Dev.to with a highlighted post titled "RSS Feed in an Eleventy Site".

EDUCATION

Master of Science in Urban Studies, Cleveland State University
Joint-Program

May 2009
Cleveland, OH

Master of Science in Urban & Regional Planning, Chung-Ang University
Joint-Program

May 2008
Seoul, Republic of Korea

Bachelor of Liberal Arts, University of Missouri May 2005
Kansas City, MO

ORGANIZATIONS

Holy Cross Catholic School, Head Coach
•Volunteered to coach the Holy Cross Hornets 5th-Grade Girls Basketball Team. Led them 
to a divisional tournament championship.

Nov 2022 – Mar 2023
Overland Park, KS

Operation Safe Vaccination Clinic, Patient Check-in Volunteer
•Helped check-in, via an iPad app, Platte County, MO residents to receive free COVID-19 
vaccinations. Nearly 100K vaccinations were administered.

Feb 2021 – Mar 2021
North Kansas City, MO

INTERESTS

Open-source software (OSS)
As a daily hobby, I enjoy dedicating my time to the open-source community, where I can contribute to various projects and 
learn from others. It is incredibly fulfilling to be part of a collaborative environment that values shared knowledge and the 
development of innovative software solutions.

Drums
Playing the drums is a daily passion that allows me to explore my creativity and express myself through rhythm. I dedicate 
time each day to refining my technique, learning new styles, and immersing myself in the world of percussion, which 
enhances my appreciation for various musical genres.

Korean language
I find joy in learning the Korean language as part of my daily routine, as it exposes me to an entirely new culture and way of 
thinking. By engaging with Korean pop culture and practicing my speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills, I 
continuously deepen my understanding and appreciation of this rich and diverse language.
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